Welcome to the Summer Explorer Quest at Kenilworth Castle.
On your visit today look out for question boards and clues.
Please be aware of other explorer’s and remember to not let
anyone see your answers too closely! Good Luck!!

 Can you find any of the below on your visit to
Kenilworth? Tick off what you can see, feel or
hear! Record anything else you see on your visit
too.
Brightly coloured flowers
Dandelions
Nibbled leaves
Feather
Ladybird
Four-leaf clover
Rough bark
Smooth stones
Animals
Birds
Plant or flower you can name
Interesting smell
Hear a bumble bee
Exciting shadow

 Match up the flower to the meaning
Carnation (White)

I can’t live without you

Daisy

Sweetness, Innocence, Pure
Love

Primrose

Faith, Thank you for your
friendship

Marigold

Perfect goodness

Iris

Happy Marriage, Happy Life

Carnation pink

Unforgettable, Woman’s Love

Strawberry flower

Innocence, Loyal Beauty

Peony

Jealousy, Cruelty, Secret
Affection

 Continue the route for the next board. What do you
think the answer is?
A) 1752 B) 1266 C) 1945
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 Next for you to do is to unscramble to words linked to the
site, can you do it?
Bite hazel

eegis dud lye
rod ut
aroyl

ceil ester

ne que

a house teg gander

 Can you write a story inspired by the beauty of the
Elizabethan gardens? Maybe tell the story of the
festivities from the point of view of one of the birds in the
aviary?
Use the space below to tell your story of perhaps draw
illustrations of your characters.

 What does a Treasurer do in the Royal household?

 Looking at the clouds above and the list below,
what can you see?
Cumulus – Big white fluffy clouds with flat bottoms
Nimbostratus – a thick dark blanket of cloud
Altocumulus- small fluffy white clouds
Cirrus- wispy like strands of hair
Cirrocumulus- tiny tiny clouds
Cumulonimbus- tall, dark storm clouds

Write your weather prediction here:
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 Draw the castle with its roof back on and all of its walls. It
can be as wacky or as true to life as you like!

 Which other English Heritage site has connections to
King Arthur?

 What is the height of the tree you have measured?

 What is the sport called where you use birds flying to

catch food?
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